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The electrical resistance of the contact is dependent on the bulk electrical resistivity 
of the contacting materials and the contact parameters, such as contact area, and 
contact shape. However, if the contact load is very low for two contact members to 
be separated by a thin oxide layer that is form natively, the electrical contact 
resistance shows a complicated aspect.  
There are two electrical states in a weak contact. One is a high resistance 
contact, another is a low resistance contact. A high resistance in the weak contact is 
due to an oxide layer between two contact members. In classical electrodynamics, 
the electron cannot flow through an oxide layer. On the contrary, in Quantum 
mechanics, there is some probability finding electrons in the other side of an oxide 
layer. Such phenomenon called tunneling. The tunneling resistance is very high 
comparing to that of metal. The low resistance contact is due to the bridge 
connecting two contact members. If the load applying to the contact is enough high 
to destroy the oxide layer existing between two contact members, the electrical 
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resistance of the contact is determined by the bulk electrical resistivity and the 
contact area. However, in the case of a weak contact, two contact members are 
separated by a thin oxide layer covering each contact member. In that case, the 
oxide layer in the contact can be destroyed by electrical impact. Such phenomenon 
called dielectric breakdown.  
The electrical resistance of the contacts between two stainless steel balls was 
measured in order to study electrical conduction of the contact separated by a thin 
oxide layer. By repeating the measurements up to 5000 times, the contact 
resistances were found to have a bimodal log-normal distribution. The higher 
resistance (∼1 MΩ) peak was formed from the tunneling conduction through the 
thin oxide layer of the contacts, whereas the lower resistance (∼10 Ω) peak was 
due to the conducting bridges formed within the oxide layer when dielectric 
breakdown occurred at Vth ≥ 1 V. It was possible for a low resistance contact to be 
made by dielectric breakdown regardless of the mechanical parameters of the 
contact configuration.  
Using random resistor network model with circuit breaker, we simulated the 
low resistance state. The value of the low resistance contact can be estimated 
through that of the electrically induced filament bundle, and not by the Holm or the 
Sharvin equation in the electrical contact theory. We identified that the simulation 
result agree to our experimental data for appropriate simulation parameters, such as 
resistor values, current. Especially, the fact that the log normal distribution of the 
resistance is appeared in the simulation result as well as the experimental result 
supports our proposition that the low resistance contact is formed electrically, not 
mechanically. 
In addition, we performed several experiments for another condition affecting 
the electrical contact resistance. The slow variation of electrical contact resistance 
with the time evolution shows that the interface state, such as the position of defects 
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existing inside the oxide layer, is changed slowly. The variation of occurrence 
depending on the atmospheric composition shows the electrical contact is sensitive 
to the existence of oxygen in the atmosphere.  
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tunneling effect, conduction filaments, log-normal distribution 
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Breakable electrical contacts are ubiquitous (e.g., switches, connectors, plugs, 
carbon brush, and relays). For example, many people slide their USB memory sticks 
into a computer every day. Although the connector pins are coated with gold film 
for preventing the surface from oxidization, one occasionally experiences contact 
problems [1-5]. Even if an electrical contact is very familiar and well-known 
subject, it need more research at several studies. For example, the granular system 
being composed of conducting grains shows a slow relaxation of its whole electrical 
resistance [6-9]. That is a reflection of packing the granular system with time 
evolution. Thus, the study of how the resistance of a single contact distributes can 
become to be a good guidepost for the comprehensive understanding about a 
conducting granular system. 
Contacts are microscopic in nature. Studies have been performed on metal 
contacts since the 1960s. Formula named after Holm and Sharvin are results of such 
researches. And they form the basis of many theoretical modeling which provides a 
good estimation of electrical contact resistance until now [10-19]. And in recent 
research, a further understanding of electrical contacts through progress in nano-
science and technology is reached [20-29]. However, understanding the basic 
physics behind the contact phenomena is far from complete. Furthermore, the study 
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on the transition from a high resistance contact state to a low resistance one induced 
by electrical impact, as opposed to that by mechanical load, is rare. Generally, thin 
(a few nanometers) dielectric films, e.g., oxides, are present between the contacting 
surfaces. When a contact is made, the two contacting surfaces are pressed against 
each other [30-34], and in most cases, the dielectric films are destroyed by high 
contact pressure. Such cases are well explained by Holm and Sharvin model in 
conjunction with the fractal surface simulation [35]. On the contrary, if one metal is 
not faced by the other metal directly, the narrowest gap, which is the smallest 
distance between contact members, induces quantum mechanical tunneling 
conduction and the thin dielectric layer may change the conduction [36, 37]. But 
because the gap between the electrodes is very small, an extremely large electric 
field can be produced in the dielectric layer even with a minute voltage difference 
between the electrodes. This electric field can break down the dielectric layer and 
form conducting bridges completely or partially [38-40] and their shape looks like 
filament bundle [41-43]. In that case, the electrical resistance of the contact is hard 
to be explained by the Holm or Sharvin model because of the difficulty of 
determining the electrical contact area. Thus, a new model about the electrical 
conduction properties of such contacts is needed other than the models based on the 
Holm and Sharvin resistance formula. In this study the random circuit breaker 
model which was applied to the resistive random – access memory (RRAM) 
materials tried [44-50]. 
Because identical contacts cannot be generated microscopically, repeating 
measurements to confirm experimental results is difficult for electrical contacts. 
Hence, the statistical analysis of the contact ensembles becomes important. For the 
repeated measurements of electrical contacts, a contact system with sufficient 
durability and convenience for the repetitive measurements is required. Such 
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problems are related to the selection of material. Stainless steel balls were chosen 
because of their mechanical strength, chemical stability and very thin (∼ 2.5 to 5 
nm) surface oxide layers [51-53]. 
We studied the electrical conduction properties of the contacts made by 
vertically stacking two small stainless steel balls. The electrical resistance was 
measured repeatedly for two stainless steel ball contacts after short periods (0.08 s) 
of vibrations to break-and-remake the electrical contact. The accelerations of the 
array were minimized to prevent alterations of the contacting surfaces. Up to 5000 
measurements were made to find out the distributions of the contact resistance 
values. This statistical study gives us interesting information about the distribution 
of electrical contact resistances, indicating the presence of conduction through 
bridges as well as the quantum mechanical tunneling through oxide films. If a large 
bias voltage is applied, the oxide layer can be destroyed by electrical discharge. 
Otherwise, the oxide layer is still blocking the two contact surfaces. We identify this 
transition-like phenomenon in the simulation as well as in our experimental results. 
Furthermore, even after dielectric breakdown occurs, the resistance distribution 
persist its log-normal shape consistently in simulation and experiment. 
Furthermore, we obtained several interesting results about electrical contact. 
The electrical resistance of the contact is slowly changed with time evolution in 
common with a granular system. In the case of a high resistance contact, when 1000 
seconds passes, its resistance is down about 20%, comparing to its initial resistance. 
On the contrary, the variation of a low resistance contact to its initial resistance is 
1~2%. This result infers that electrical conduction mechanism of two contact states 
is different. And we found that the electrical contact is sensitive to atmospheric 
condition around it. Especially, the occurrence of a low resistance contact depends 
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2.1 Electrical contact resistance 
 
When two bodies are met close each other, contacts are naturally formed. Usually, 
the contact surface of each body is deformed by the contact load. And the deformed 
region is where electrical current flows if we apply potential difference between 
contact members. Ideally, if the contact area is a point, the electrical contact 
resistance is infinite [54, 55]. However, the real contact occurs with some area, not a 
point contact. The relation between the contact load and the contact area has been 
well established, assuming that the contact is elastic one [30]. Provided that same 
two circular bodies are contacted elastically and there is no adhesive force between 
contact surfaces, the relation between the contact load and the contact area is given 
by the following Hertz formula. 
 
 = 	 








 (    )
 




In the above equation,   is the circular radius of the contact area,   the 
contact load,   the radius of each body,   the young’s modulus, and   is the 
Poisson ratio. This Hertz model of elastic contact provides the size of an apparent 




Figure 2.1 | The estimation of apparent contact area. There are two theories in 





Figure 2.2 | Three kinds of electrical contact. The electrical contact can be divided 
into three cases according to its size of contact area.  
 
Once the apparent contact area is evaluated, there are three kinds of electrical 
contact theory according to the size of the contact area. 
In the case of a large contact area, whose size is bigger than electron mean free 
path of contact member, the electrical resistance of contact is inversely proportional 
to the area of contact. Assuming that two balls are contacted elastically and it forms 










where ρ is the bulk resistivity of contact member and   is the radius of circular 
contact area [12, 15].  
When the size of the contact area is smaller than the electron mean free path of 
contact members, the electrical resistance of the contact is inversely proportional to 
the area, the square of radius [14, 56, 57]. 
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=
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≃ 12.9 kΩ         (2.3) 
 
  ,    are Fermi momentum and Fermi wave vector, respectively.  ,   are 
density and charge of electron, ℎ is the Plank constant, and    is the inverse of 
quantum conductance.    that is called as the Shavin resistance is calculated 
assuming that the electron in the contact region moves without energy loss by 
collision with scatterers, i.e. in the ballistic regime.  
    Quantum resistance    in above equation is the quantized conductance that is 
appeared when the orifice of the contact is comparable to or smaller than the Fermi 
wavelength of electron in contact material. However, this does not mean that the 
electrical conductance of one channel have to be the integer multiple of a 
conductance quantum. It mentions that the electrical resistance of contact is the sum 






Figure 2.3 | A real contact. Usually, there are many irregularities on the surface of 
material. Furthermore, the surface is covered with a native oxide layer. That means 
that the real contact is a complex state, not a simple state.  
 
In real contact, the contact is divided into two regions. One is responsible for 
electrical conduction and load bearing, another is responsible for only load bearing. 
Furthermore, this part that is responsible for electrical conduction is not a single 
point contact, but the union of point contacts with diverse sizes. Such contact has 
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been realized by statistical method. In that model, the asperity height has some 
distribution function like Gaussian is assumed, then that surface is met with another 
flat surface [10, 11, 58-60]. In recent contact mechanics research, a real contact is 
modeled by using the fractal theory [32, 35, 61-65]. In any case, the contact area 
facing two surfaces directly includes many spots with diverse sizes.  
In electrical contact theory, the electrical contact resistance was calculated with 
statistical method in which the asperity distribution is assumed by some distribution 
function. In the 1960s, Williamson assumed that the height distribution of asperity 
in contacts are exponential and showed that the electrical conductance of such 
contact is  
 
G ∝ A   ,                         (2.4) 
 
where A  is the nominal contact area (apparent contact area) and ℎ  is the 
fluctuation of the datum line. Yet another result for the contact resistance which was 
published by Greenwood is 
 
R = ρ 
 








where ρ is the bulk resistivity of the contact member,   and   are the number 




Figure 2.4 | The surface simulated by a fractal theory in the reference [35]. In real 
contact, the contact includes many spots with diverse sizes. 
 
In recent research, the electrical resistance of the contact is estimated by 
computer simulation. In that case, the total conductance, which is the inverse of the 
total resistance, is the sum of the conductance responsible for each spot. The 
resistance of each spot is calculated by applying the Holm and Sharvin resistance 
formula to each one according to the spot’s size, where the limit area that does not 
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affect the electrical conduction is assumed [35]. The quantum conductance is not 
considered in that calculation. 
 




Figure 2.5 | The contact separated by thin oxide layer. Usually, the contact member 
is covered with a native oxide layer. If the contact load is not enough to destroy the 
surface oxide layer, the current in the contact perturbed by an oxide layer. 
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The metal-metal contact is not always made in the real contact. If the oxide layer on 
the surface of contact member is thick or the contact load is not enough to destroy 
the oxide layer, the metal surface of one contact member is not directly faced with 
the metal surface of another contact member. In that case, the electron does not 
move from one contact member to another classically. But, even if the potential 
barrier is higher than the energy of the moving electron, the electrical current can 
flow through a thin layer quantum mechanically.  
 
 
Figure 2.6 | Rectangular barrier V0>E. V0 is the barrier height of an insulating layer, 
E is the energy of the electron. Even if the potential barrier is higher than the energy 





In usual calculation of tunnel current, a finite square barrier problem is 
considered for the comprehensive study. Considering a particle with energy 
E = P /(2M)  is sent to a rectangular barrier with thickness l  and height 
V (E < V ), then the transmission T (tunneling rate) is [66-68] 
   = 1+
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ℏ
 2 (  −  ))         (2.6) 
Assuming that the barrier thickness l is varied with Gaussian distribution, the 
probability distribution P (T) of the transmission T is given by the variable change 
P (T) = P(l). 
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and   ,   are the average value and standard deviation of Gaussian distribution. 
This probability distribution is can be changed into approximate form in the regime 
of  ≪   < 1,   ≡
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 .      (2.8) 
It is the probability function of log-normal distribution [69]. That is, the 
transmission is very low, the current fluctuation with varying thickness of barrier 
which is a normal distribution, exhibits log-normal distribution. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 | Schematic diagram of tunneling by the magnitude of voltage. Tunneling 
regimes are divided into three kinds according the external potential difference. 
The J-V relation of tunneling current was well researched by Simons [36]. In 
rectangular barrier, tunnel current is determined by barrier height and thickness of 
an oxide layer, and the voltage range. He divided voltage level into three regimes. 
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In low voltage regime:  ≃ 0, J is 
 =  
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In this case, the resistance of insulating film is ohmic characteristic, in which it is 
independent on the voltage, only dependent on the parameter of the insulator. 
In intermediate voltage regime:  <   / , J is  
J =  
e
2πhs 
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eV
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  (2.11) 
As shown in this relation, this J-V relation is non-ohmic characteristic. That is, the 
current is dependent on the voltage applied by external source. 
































where F=V/s is the field strength in the insulator. In the special case of very high 
voltage:  > ( +   )/ , the second term in the above equation can be ignored. 
Then, the current density J is changed into 
J =
 .     
     
	exp  −
  





  .            (2.13) 
This equation is similar to field emission current, which is called the Fowler-
Nohrheim tunneling equation, except for some factor. In metal – insulator – metal 






 is drawn to identify tunneling 
regime. 
 
2.3 Voltage-temperature relation in the contact 
 
It is possible that the temperature of the electrical contact is elevated because of 
joule heating. And it is competition with thermal transfer toward heat bath, for 
example the air, the other portion except for electrical contact. If the electrical 
energy supplied by external source proceeds the thermal transfer toward heat bath, 
then it is possible that the electrical contact is melted [12, 15, 70]. 
Assuming that there are two consecutive surfaces which are equipotential 
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surfaces and the difference of potential is dφ and the current, I, flows between two 
surfaces. The resistance, dR, is dφ/I. And if there is the temperature difference, 
dT, between two surfaces, then the equation −dT = IφdW is induced. According 
to the relation of the power and resistance, dW = dR/ϱλ, the temperature variation 
to the potential difference is −ϱλdT = 	φdφ , where ϱ, λ  are the electrical 
resistivity and thermal conductivity, respectively. Its integration is 






.                     (2.14) 
Using the Weidemann-Franz law,ϱλ = LT , in the above equation can be 
changed into  
∫     ` = ∫     ` =
 
 
 (  








, L=2.4x10-8 (V/K)2 .  (2.15) 
For a long constriction voltage with the total voltage V and the room temperature T0, 
we can obtain the following equation. 
 (  





                     (2.16) 
The constriction voltage arises from two points which are the meeting point of the 
bulk and the constriction. That is why a half of total voltage is put into the equation.  
Though this equation shows the relation of the voltage and temperature, it is a 
simple case. This equation is induced in the condition that the electrical resistivity 
and thermal conductivity is constant regardless of the elevating temperature due to 
joule heating. Actually, they have dependence on the temperature. Furthermore, the 
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contact area is expended when the temperature is elevated. In really, such deviation 
from theory is reported in the some references. However, our concern is that the 
melting phenomenon in the contact, not the exact voltage value. Thus, the above 
simple equation is enough to explain our experimental data. 
 
2.4 Resistance change from High resistance to Low resistance 
 
 
Figure 2.8 | The occurrence of conducting filaments in the interface. It is possible 
that the MIM structures lose their insulation by high electric field. In that case, the 
electrical resistance of the structures is lowered severely.  
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The electrical resistance of contact is dependent on the metal-metal contact area size 
formed when two contact members are met. But, generally the contact surface is 
covered with a thin oxide layer, even if the material for protection against it, like 
stainless steel [51]. In that case, the electrical resistance of the contact is very high, 
it is enough to cause trouble in the electronic circuit.  
The method to make a low resistance contact is a big load applying to the 
contact. Then, some high asperities on the one surface are faced at the other contact 
surface, directly. Thus, the surface parameter like roughness and material parameter 
like Young’s modulus, yield strength [30, 32]. However, the oxide layer on the 
surface is not destroyed in the case of the very low contact load. Then, the transition 
from a high resistance contact state to a low one can occur through the electrical 
impact [38, 40]. Usually, this transition is called by dielectric breakdown, which 




Figure 2.9 | Examples of bond percolation [80, 81]. The long path connecting 
between two sides can be formed when the concentration of conducting material is 
larger than a specific value. 
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The transition is considered as the formation of conducting paths inside the 
oxide layer. This filament-like conducting path can be modeled by a dynamic 
percolation model [80]. In static percolation theory, the occurrence of one dot at 
each site is dependent on the initial probability [81, 82]. If initial probability is 
larger than a certain value, which calls percolation threshold and it is different by 
lattice, the infinite cluster which crosses from one end to the other end of the system 
is formed. This is inappropriate to the dielectric breakdown modeling. In dielectric 
breakdown phenomena, the forming of the conducting dot is dependent on local 
electric field. Thus, in dynamic percolation model the occurrence probability is 
dependent on the local field [41-43, 83-85]. 
An oxide layer is modeled by resistor network where each resistor has a high 
resistance. And in the network, a low resistance resistor, which is considered as a 
defect inside the oxide layer, is randomly distributed with a certain probability. We 
treat the pristine oxide layer with this random resistor network. Then, the rest work 
is to repeat the calculation of local electric field at each resistor and the rebuild of 





Figure 2.10 | Forming the filament in two dimensional stacked layer model [80]. 
This figure shows the idea of filaments bundle in the insulating layer. 
 
In rough calculation, we can obtain the relation between the total resistance of 
network and lateral size where dielectric breakdown occur. Assuming that the oxide 
layer is considered two dimensional stacked sheets, we can cut the filaments by 
sheet. Numbering from top sheet, the depth t is represented by number from top 
electrode and the filament pieces on the sheet number t, nt, means the number of the 
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where k denotes the conducting bond, Itot is the total current, which is from external 
source, passing the network, the r is the constant determined by material, which is 
each resistance of bond. If we assumed that the current passed by each bond on the 
same depth is same,   ≈   ≈ ⋯ ≈   ≈
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By scaling relations of three dimensional conducting paths, the approximation, 
  ∼ (  +  )
    where s0 is the lateral size of the bottleneck and Df is the fractal 
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In the regime of very small s0, the dominant term of the above summation is 
the first term of it, then   ∼
 
  
    
. And the above summation satisfies the limit 
relation, ∫
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, then in the regime of 
sufficiently large s0, the approximation resistance is   ∼ ∫
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. 
Thus, we obtain the two relations of the conduction paths formed by dielectric 
breakdown by s0 and Df. 
 
  ∼  
  
     	for	small	s 
  
     	for	large	s 
                 (2.20) 
 
This means that the resistance of the conduction paths formed by dielectric 
breakdown is dependent on the lateral size of the bottleneck site which dielectric 
breakdown occurs and the fractal dimension of the conduction paths. Thus, the 
fluctuation of it can be seen by the sum both one fluctuation with one mean value 
and another fluctuation with another mean values. 
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2.5 log-normal distribution of filaments’ resistance 
 
The log-normal distribution of the resistance of a conduction path has been 
explained by the hopping model used in resistive switching phenomena; the 
conduction path is described as a series of defects, like stepping stones.  
P~exp  −2  −
 
  
                     (2.21) 
P is the hopping probability of two states, which can represent the current. R, 
W are the special separation, the energy difference of two states, respectively. α-1 is 
the attenuation length of hydrogen – like localized wave function, and k, T are 
Boltzmann constant and temperature. This shows that the hopping current have an 
exponential dependence on the spatial separation of two states [86-88]. 
The fluctuation in the resistance of a conducting path has been reported to 
occur as the result of deviations in the separation between the defects. However, it is 
difficult to explain the results of our study with the hopping model because the 
difference between the high and low resistance in our results is much larger than 
that observed in resistive switching. Furthermore, the conduction path modeled by 
the hopping model is 1-d line-like path, but the fact that the path formed by electric 






Figure 2.11 | The log normal distribution of filament bundle’s resistance. The origin 
of the log normal distribution is the asymmetry frequency of filament bundle and 
the wide range of filament bundle’s resistance 
 
Alternatively, we could explain the electrical conduction behavior for the low 
contact resistance by the random circuit breaker (RCB) network model, which has 
explained the resistive switching phenomenon in thin oxide films through the 
formation/rupture of nanoscaled filaments. The simulation results using this model 
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show a log-normal distribution for the resistance of filamentary conducting paths. 
Different from the hopping model, which considers the random variable to be the 
separation between defects in an insulating layer, the random variable in the RCB 
network model is the initial position of defects inside the insulating layer. Thus, it is 
difficult to explain the origin of the log-normal distribution as simply as in the 
hopping model. To find the origin of the log-normal distribution, we examined the 
configuration of several filaments. There are three representative types of 
conducting filaments for the low contact resistance, as shown in Fig. 2.10: the first 
involves multiple filaments with a resistance of several Ω; the second is a tree-
shaped single filament with many branches contacting the electrode at a resistance 
of 10 - 30 Ω; the third is a line-shaped single filament with few branches extending 
towards the electrode at a resistance of 50 - 100 Ω. Of course there are residual high 
resistance values between two bimodal distributions. However, because these values 
should have different bond transport mechanism from diffusive motion and they are 
of rare occurrence, we neglected them in our simulation.  
As a matter of course, these types of filaments have different occurrence 
probabilities. The major type of filament is the tree-like structure with a resistance 
that substantially depends on the shape of branches percolating toward the electrode. 
The least probable type of filament is the line-like structure in which the initiator of 
the filament is isolated and not merged during growth with other branches grown 
from other sites on the electrodes. Because the initiators of a filament on the 
electrode must be widely separated from each other, multiple filaments are also 
uncommon; thus, the log-normal distribution for the resistance of the conducting 
path is a reflection of the asymmetric occurrence of diverse growth patterns of 






Experiment setup and method 
 
3.1 Properties of Type 304 stainless steel 
 
 





Two identical stainless steel (AISI/SAE type 304) ball with diameter 0.95 cm and 
mass 3.58 g are used. Table 3.1 is the electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties 
of Type 304 stainless steel. Its mechanical property is need for calculating the 
apparent contact area size when two balls are met with the contact load 
corresponding to its weight. Thermal property is for getting approximation of 
melting voltage. Aforementioned, the reason of using stainless steel ball is its 
mechanical robustness and inoxidizable surface. 
 
3.2 Experimental setup 
 
 




The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.1. The structure confining the stacked 
ball array is a plastic cylinder (polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA) with a diameter of 
3 cm and a length of 10 cm. The cylinder is hollow and fits the balls snugly 
(Diameter of the hollow is larger than that of the balls by 5%). An electric vibrator 
to perturb the balls mechanically is attached to the bottom of the cylinder. A thin 
copper wire (0.08 mm diameter) is soldered to the upper ball, and a thicker wire is 
soldered to the lower ball. A dc current flows from a current source (Keithley Model 
224) to the ball array, and the voltage across the balls is measured by a 
nanovoltmeter (Keithley Model 182). The current source can supply constant 
currents in the range from 0.1 μA to 100 mA, and the output voltage limit can be set 
in the range from 1 V to 100 V. The nanovoltmeter measures dc voltages up to 30 V 
with a maximum resolution 1 nV. During the experiment, we supplied a constant 
current (0.1 μA and 1 μA) and measured the voltage to determine the contact 
resistances. 
 
3.3 Experimental method 
 






Figure 3.2 | The set up of Measuring the distribution of electrical contact resistance. 
This is for repeating many measurements. 
 
At first, we vibrate the system using electrical vibrator during 0.08s. In this time, 
the body move from side to side and its movement is about 400 μm. Then, we wait 
during 3.5s, it is for stabilizing the system and preventing the measurement from 
being disturbing because of earlier vibration. And the current for measure flows on 
the contact, while we measure the voltage of the contact at that current. Thereafter, 
the current turn off. The total time of one measurement is 10 seconds. We repeat this 




3.3.2 I-V measurements 
 
 
Figure 3.3 | The I-V measurements of electrical contact resistance. The wide range 
of current is for observing a sudden drop of voltage in the contact 
 
The method making a new contact state is same with former method. In this 
experiment, we measure voltage with increasing current. For getting the data in very 
wide range of current, the current increases exponentially. The multiple step 
between two sequential current applying to contact is 100.1 times. The range of 
current is from 1 μA to 20 mA, and the current source (Keithley model 263) is used. 
At first, we measure the voltage of the contact at each current for direction of 
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ascending, and reaching 20 mA, we measure it for direction of descending. The total 
time of one I-V measurement is 190 seconds, and the point is 70. We repeated this 





Figure 3.4 | Schematic diagram of simulation. Each edge is 20-lattice and the length 
of it is assumed by 0.3 nm. 
 
Figure 3.4 is the simulation schematic diagram. The insulating film between contact 
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members is realized by cubic with the edge of 20-lattice, and the lattice constant is 
assumed by 0.3 nm. The resistance of the bond connecting two adjacent lattice 
points is one of 1.5 Ω or 0.6 MΩ. The bond with 1.5 Ω is an original defect in the 
oxide layer, also it can be made when the local electric field to a high resistance 
bond is larger than a threshold values, which is 100 MV/m in our simulation. The 
simulation is carried out at constant current mode.  
At beginning of simulation, we give the cubic 1.1% defects, randomly. And we 
repeat calculating a local electric field of each bond and changing the high 
resistance bond with larger value than threshold value into the low resistance bond, 
as the voltage increases by a fixed step. The total current of the network is also 
calculated at each step, and the simulation is over when it reaches set current. In this 













Experiment result and discussion 
 
4.1 The distribution of electrical contact resistance 
 
The electrical contact resistance has been study since 1960s. Almost results about 
the electrical contact resistance confirm the theory of Holm and Sharvin. We 
expected that our experiment result was also included into those categories. Our 
original purpose was the examination of what the electrical property of the resistor 
network, like a conducting granular system, is. For this purpose, we examined the 
electrical property of a single contact, then we anticipated the comprehensive 
understand of the total network system that was composed of many contacts, on the 
result of one contact.  
 





Figure 4.1 | Electrical contact resistance at current 1 μA. There two electrical states 
in a weak contact: one is a low resistance contact, another is a high resistance 
contact. 
 
In the beginning of the experiment, we expected that the electrical contact resistance 
in a single contact is distributed normally. The load applying to the contact is a 
constant with some fluctuation coming from the friction or lean against the wall of 
the body. The contact load is related to the contact area size. In that case, the small 
fluctuation of a load to the contact gives rise to that of the contact area size. And, in 
general, the natural fluctuation is a normal distribution. If the electrical contact, 
which is called by α-spots in the field of electrical contact field, is formed by 
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mechanical parameters, then the result will be obtained according to our expectation. 
Figure 4.1 is the statistical result of the electrical contact resistance in a single 
contact, where the current is 1 μA. Figure 4.1(a) is the 10 measurements of the 
electrical contact resistance. It shows that the electrical contact resistance appearing 
in our sample varies widely. Thus, we cannot get the tendency of the distribution as 
well as the mean value of a contact resistance, in the small number of measurements. 
For getting such data, we performed many repetitions of same procedure. As a result, 
we knew that our expectation about the resistance of a single contact must be 
modified.  
In the result of many measurements, the electrical contact resistance is divided 
into two categories, as shown in the figure 4.1(b): one is the contact with low 
resistance, another is the contact with high resistance. For the more distinct view 






Figure 4.2 | Histogram of electrical contact resistance at current 1 μA. The mean 
value of low resistance is about 20 Ω and that of high resistance is about 1MΩ. 
 
Figure 4.2 is the histogram of the data in the figure 4.1(b). The histogram in 
Figure 2(b) shows the presence of two peaks in the log10[R(Ω)] distribution. 
Furthermore, the distributions around the two peaks have nearly normal 
distributions and can be fitted as a normal distribution. The red line in this figure is 
the fitting line of Gaussian function with two peaks. The mean value of a low 
resistance peak in that line is 1.29 (∼ 20 Ω) with standard deviation of 0.4, and the 
mean value of a high resistance peak in that line is 6.07 (∼ 1.2 MΩ) with standard 
deviation of 0.26. 
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Additionally, one point is worth mentioning from the data in figure 4.1(b). 
Small drifts occur in the major parts of the data in figure 4.1(b) as the repetition of 
measurement sequence proceeds. The higher resistance peak shifts to higher 
resistance values, and the lower resistance peak moves to lower resistance values. 
This shift may indicate changes in the contact region due to the continued 
application of vibration to the balls, and it is well-known phenomenon that is named 
by fretting in the field of electrical contact. Though we used a stainless steel ball for 
preventing this change by mechanical or electrical factors, it is impossible to be 
blocked perfectly. However, these drifts usually slow down after first thousand 
times measurements. The major characteristics of distribution do not change as the 
measurements proceed. If we extract enough number of data in the figure 4.1(b) and 
make a histogram, the shape of its distribution is not varied, even if its mean value 
is changed a little. 
 







Figure 4.3 | Distribution of electrical contact resistance at current (a) 0.1 μA and (b) 
10 μA. At low current, there are few low resistance contact, while the high 
resistance contact is disappeared with increasing current. 
 
We think that this unexpected result is due to ignoring a thin oxide layer on the 
surface. Identifying our new idea, we adjust the current on the contact. Figure 4.3 is 
the result of (a) 0.1μA and (b) 10 μA. As shown in the figure 4.3, the distribution of 
the contact resistance varies dependent on the current on the contact. In conjunction 
with figure 4.2, it looks like a transition from a high resistance contact to a low 
resistance contact by current increase. There are almost high resistance states at low 
current, and as the current on the contact increase, more low resistance states occurs. 
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That is, the contact state with low resistance made by electrical parameters, not 
mechanical ones, which are expected by the origin of forming an electrical contact.    
Additionally, we examined the oxide layer thickness using XPS depth profile 
data for more insight. The ball’s XPS experiment is impossible because it is not 
fixed in the sample chamber as well as entered because of its big size. Thus, we 
bought the flat plate made by the same material with our stainless steel ball. For 
depth profile, the Ar sputtering is needed. The procedure is repeating Ar sputtering 
and XPS measurement. But, because the stainless steel is an alloy, we cannot 
identify the sputtering rate per minute, exactly. We obtain approximate value 
referencing to the sputtering rate of the ingredients of a Type 304 stainless steel. It is 





Figure 4.4 | XPS depth profile of usual Type 304 stainless steel plate. This shows 
that there is a few nanometers-thick oxide layer on the stainless steel surface. 
 
Figure 4.4 is the result of XPS data analysis. The used stainless steel is mainly 
comprised of Fe, Cr, Ni with a very small percentage of Mn. The ratio of each 
ingredient in the Type 304 stainless steel is Cr 18%, Ni 10%, and Fe is almost 
balanced. Our main concern is the oxide percentage with respect to the depth from 
the surface. In the figure 4.4, the percentage of an oxide decreases exponentially 
with increasing depth. The definition of the oxide layer thickness is very difficult 
with this figure. However, we define it as 2.5 nm to 5 nm. It is the conversion of 
time to depth at the sixth point of symbol representing the oxygen. It is very rough 
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value. But, its exact value is not important for us because the important point to us 
is the existence of the oxide layer with several nanometers thick on the surface. That 
is enough to support our new idea.  
 
4.2 Time evolution of electrical contact resistance  
 
The electrical resistance of the contact separating by a thin oxide layer is changed 
with time evolution. The electrical contact resistance shows two aspects with 
respect to time evolution: one is a slow variation like slow relaxation shown in the 
granular matter and another is a sudden change shown in the dielectric breakdown 
phenomenon. Specially, the slow change of the electrical contact resistance is 
another result against our expectation. We considered the slow relaxation as the 
particular property of granular system. 
 
4.2.1 Slow change of electrical contact resistance 
 
Figure 4.5 is two representatives of a contact resistance slow change with respect to 
time. The current in the contact was 1 μA and the measurement was performed 
during 1000 seconds. Figure 4.5(a) is the case of a high resistance contact and 
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figure 4.5(b) is the case of a low one. Though the electrical contact resistance does 
not always fall down with time evolution, most cases shows the tendency of the 
falling resistance. And, the variation of the resistance in a high resistance contact is 
larger than that in a low resistance contact. 
As shown in the figure 4.5, the change of electrical resistance with the time 
evolution is different from each other with respect to the resistance value. The 
relative variation, which is defined by the ration of the difference between initial 
and final resistance to initial resistance, is about 0.5% in the low resistance contact 
and 20% in the high resistance contact. This means the origin of the contact 
resistance with two regimes, which are a high resistance state and a low one, is 




Figure 4.5 |Time evolution of contact resistance. According to initial resistance, the 




4.2.2 A sudden drop of electrical resistance  
 
Figure 4.6 is two representatives of the sudden change of contact resistance in a 
certain time. Figure 4.6(a) shows two types of changes in the severity of change. 
These types of resistance change are appeared in the MOS (Metal-Oxide-
Semiconductor) breakdown phenomena. The small change is called by the soft 
dielectric breakdown (SBD) and the large change is called by the hard dielectric 
breakdown (HBD). And this phenomenon, which is that an abrupt change of the 
resistance in the system occurs at a certain time, is called by time dependent 




Figure 4.6 | A sudden change of electrical contact resistance. There are two types: a 




To examine the origin of the slow change in the contact resistance, we repeat 
time evolution experiment with same condition, except for two conditions. They are 
mechanical load and the electrical sourcing time on the contact. 
In the high resistance contact, we think the reason of the slow change as the 
slow change of the distance of the nearest site between contact members with time 
evolution, and it is reasonable that the separation between two contact members is 
closer because of the weight of the upper ball. But, at first, we doubted the electrical 
migration or move of defect in the anode or cathode by electrical force. Because, 
the effect of electrical factor is higher than that of mechanical factor, even if the 
current is only for measuring the electrical contact resistance. Thus, we flew the 
current in the contact, intermittently. The interval of the current applied to the 










Figure 4.7 | the variation of electrical contact resistance with respect to intermittent 




For the second time, we examined the effect of the mechanical factor that is the 
depression of the oxide layer by the mechanical load. Figure 4.7(b) is the result of 
the same experiment with figure 4.5(a), except for the mechanical load applied to 
the contact. The contact load is about five times that in the case of figure 4.5(a), 
which is formed by putting four balls on the upper ball. Comparing that in the fig. 
4.5(a), the initial resistance is reduced on the one or two order scale. But, the 
distinct difference in the view of its resistance change is not appeared comparing 
with fig. 4.5(a).  
 
4.3 I-V characteristic 
 
For obtaining more information about electrical property, we measure the voltage 
with increasing current gradually. The increasing multiple between before and after 
the current is 100.1 because of its wide range from 1μA to 20 mA. Through this I – V 
measurement, we identified the characteristic of the electrical contact by its 
resistance value, which was related to the origin which the electrical contact comes 
from.  
 




Figure 4.8 is an assortment of fifty I-V measurements and five representatives of 
diverse I-V graphs. The graphs in the Figure 4.8(b) is the cases where a drastic 
voltage change in the contact does not occur, while the graphs shown in the figure 
4.8(c) is the other cases where a drastic voltage drop exists. 
Fig. 4.8(a) shows a diversity of I – V characteristics. However, these I – V 
characteristics can be divided by its initial resistance. Below the 10 kΩ which is the 
point of 10-2 V and 10-6 A, the I – V characteristic shows a linearity, otherwise they 
shows non-linearity. The reason of appearing a linear I – V characteristic in the 
contact separating by a thin oxide layer is for a conducting path to be formed 
connecting two contact members. This is supported by the fact that the resistance 
corresponding to quantum conductance is 12.9 kΩ. 
The graph of the number 1 in the figure 4.8(b) shows this saturation like aspect, 
more clearly, even if the initial aspect is different from each other. And the number 
3 graph shows the characteristic of a resistor with Ohmic one. We think the 
difference of initial aspect between 1 and 2 is reflection of the contact state, which 
is the configuration or number of the conducting path inside the insulating layer. 
That the voltage dose not proceed 0.4 V is the reflection of joule heating in the 
contact. 
Three representatives in the figure 4.8(c) are the I-V graphs where the 
dielectric breakdown occurs. The symbol graph numbered by 3 in the fig. 4.8(c) 
shows the slow increase of the contact voltage with increasing current, then the 
voltage falls down at a certain high current and it holds at that voltage, as seen in 
the saturating phenomenon. And, a drastic voltage drop is appeared in the other 
cases. The difference between two graphs is the initial aspect. One is Ohmic 
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characteristic, another is non-Ohmic characteristic. We think that these two 
characteristics are reflection of whether a thin oxide layer in the interface exists or 
not. However, the interesting point in this figure is that it is possible for a dielectric 
breakdown to occur in the contact where the metal-metal bridge is formed. This 
means that even if the metal bridge between contact members is formed, another 








Figure 4.8 | Fifty I-V measurements and five representatives of I-V measurements. 
These graph shows diverse I-V characteristics of electrical contacts and a sudden 
drop of voltage in the contact.   
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Additionally, we can identify the difference between melting phenomenon and 
dielectric breakdown in the I-V graph. The dielectric breakdown is an instant point 
in the I-V graph, while the melting phenomenon is a continuous state in the I-V 
graph. A dielectric breakdown is the forming current paths in the interface and it is 
like a resistor with Ohmic characteristic, while melting is the phenomenon after the 
metal-metal contact is made and the contact resistance is decreasing with increasing 
current because of joule heating in the contact.   
 
4.3.2 The dielectric breakdown voltage and its severity 
 
For establishing what the electrical factor causing a dielectric breakdown in the 
contact is, we make a histogram about the current, voltage, power of points where a 
drastic voltage drops in the I-V graph. Point getting the data is determined by the 
point being 10-fold larger than the following point. In other word, when the ratio 
between two sequential points in the I-V measurement is more than 10-fold, the 





Figure 4.9 | The distribution of breakdown voltage and contact resistance after 
breakdown. This shows that the mean voltage at a sudden drop is 1.1 V and it is 




Figure 4.10 | The severity of dielectric breakdown and post-breakdown resistance. 
As the voltage is bigger, the severity is also bigger. 
 
Figure 4.9 is the distribution of the voltage of points determined by above 
paragraph. We get also the distribution of the power and current of those points, but 
we cannot get any inspiration about the distribution. On the contrary, the voltage 
histogram shows some distribution, which is a normal distribution. The normal 
distribution is a universal distribution in the nature. Thus, we think the factor 
causing a dielectric breakdown of the voltage between contact members, and more 
strictly speaking, the electric field is.  
The inset in the figure 4.9 is the distribution of the resistance at the breakdown 
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point determined in the above paragraph. This is very similar to the distribution of 
the low resistance part in the figure 4.2. This inset shows a log-normal distribution 
with long tail toward high resistance part. We considered this long tail toward high 
resistance part as the contact is broken partially or a very thin conducting path is 
created. They are rare events, comparing to the occurrence of the contact broken 
severely or the thicker conducting path.  
Figure 4.10 shows the relation of dielectric breakdown voltage and post – 
breakdown resistance.  As we expect, the higher dielectric breakdown voltage is, 
the lower post – breakdown resistance is. And the severity increases with increase 
of dielectric breakdown voltage. But, the range of post – breakdown resistance is 
very wide when the dielectric breakdown occurs at the low voltage, the severity is 
not large. These lead two results: one is that the dielectric breakdown can occur in 
any contact states which are both a low resistance contact and a high resistance 
contact, another is that the post – breakdown resistance is less than 10 kΩ, in 
consistent with quantum conductance theory. Furthermore, this figure reminds us 
that the determination of dielectric breakdown voltage must be careful. 
 





Figure 4.11 | The distribution of initial and final electrical contact resistance of I-V 
measurement. This shows the difference of two distributions which are the dielectric 
breakdown and melting cases 
 
Figure 4.11 is the distribution of the (a) initial and (b) final contact resistance in the 
I-V measurement. The distribution of initial resistance is same with the figure 4.2, 
and it is reasonable. And Figure 2 is the distribution of the contact resistance after 
melting occurs in the contact. The melting voltage is well known in the contact 
theory. The metal-metal contact is heated by joule energy, then, its temperature can 
be elevated at the melting point of metal. Thus, the melting voltage is different from 
each material, but its range is not wide. In almost conduction metal, it is less than 1 
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V. Because the stainless steel is alloy, the melting voltage of it is that of the 
ingredient, and we suppose it by Fe, whose melting voltage is about 0.43 V.   We 
note that the melting occurs after the conducting path is created. That is well shown 
in the many I – V graphs.  
 
4.4 Dependence on current 
 
The resistance arising from the oxide layer is varied by the external source level, 
which can be expected from the Simon’s J-V relation. In low level, the resistance of 
it is independent on the external source level, but in high level, the resistance of it is 
dependent on the external source level. 
Figure 4.12 is the distribution of the electrical contact resistance with 
increasing current. There exist two peaks in the each current, except for the case of 
the current 0.1 μA. And, Fig. 4.12 shows that the mean value of low resistance in 
each distribution hold with increasing current, while that of high resistance move 
toward the low resistance. This means that the high resistance arising from contact 
is due to the existence of a thin oxide layer. That is tunneling resistance. If the oxide 
layer between two contact members is thicker, the current cannot flow through the 
oxide layer. On the contrary, if there does not exist an oxide layer between two 
members, the resistance is fixed regardless of the current, as the low resistance peak 





Figure 4.12 | The variation of the resistance distribution with respect to current. As 
the current is higher, the frequency of a high resistance contact is reduced and the 
mean value of a high resistance moves toward low resistance 
 
In addition, the occurrence probability of a low resistance contact increase with 
increasing current. This means the increase of the probability which is that of 
forming the conducting filament inside the oxide layer. For applying high current to 
the contact, the voltage to the contact can be higher. Though an oxide layer between 
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the contact members can withdraw the high voltage, the probability of making such 
contact in the initial state is much lower, as the current to the contact increases. 
Thus, the increasing current elevates the occurrence of a low resistance contact, and 
this means that the major factor of forming a low resistance contact is electrical one. 
However, we note that when the current to the contact is very high, it is possible 




Figure 4.13 | The plot of mean voltage to current. Each symbol is the mean voltage 
coming from fitting line. The error bar is the standard deviation of fitting line. 
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For getting more statistical view of contact resistance with increasing current, 
we fit above each distribution to Gaussian distribution with two peaks. This is for 
obtaining the mean value and standard deviation of each distribution. Figure 4.13 is 
one plot to represent such statistical values. More easy view, we plot mean contact 
voltage with respect to current. The red line in the figure is the fitting line of low 
resistance mean values. 
There are two points at each symbol, except for the cases of the current 0.1 μA 
and 100 mA. As shown in the figure 4.13, the contact state with low resistance 
shows Ohmic characteristic. This means that a low resistance contact formed by 
electrical field is a metal-metal bridge. And, the high resistance contact shows two 
aspects, which is why we plot the mean voltage with respect to the current. At low 
current, the mean voltage is about 1V, and at high current, it is saturated at the line 
of 0.4 V. We think that this is due to the difference of contact state. One is tunneling 
state, the other is melting state.   
 
4.5 Dependence on an oxide layer thickness  
 
To get more information about a tunneling state, we oxidize the stainless steel ball 
by thermal treatment. And we performed XPS depth profile for the information of 
thickness, ingredients about the oxide layer. Using these annealing balls, we 
implemented the experiment for obtaining the distribution of electrical contact 




4.5.1 XPS data of Type 304 Stainless steel plate in different annealing   
 
Figure 4.14 is the result of XPS depth profile of Type 304 stainless steel plate with 
respect to different thermal treatment that is same with that of both two stainless 
steel balls. The thermal treatment is (a) 200 ℃ during 1 hour, (b) 200 ℃ during 2 
hours, (c) 300 ℃ during 1 hour, and (d) 300 ℃ during 2 hours, and it is heated in 
usual air. Though it is not easy to define the thickness as well as ingredients of the 
oxide layer, we define the thickness of oxide layer by the oxygen symbol where the 
slope changes greatly. In such definition, the oxide thickness in each case is about 
2.5 nm, 2.5 nm, 3 nm, and 4 nm in alphabet order of figures. Even if the change in 
the case of 200 ℃ is little, the higher temperature and the longer time the thermal 





Figure 4.14 | XPS depth profile of stainless steel with respect to thermal treatment. 
As the temperature is higher and time of thermal treatment is longer, the thickness 
of oxide layer is thicker. 
 
4.5.2 The variation of Dielectric breakdown voltage with respect to 




In the beginning, we expected that a high resistance contact was due to the existence 
of the oxide layer on the surface of contact member. For identifying this expectation, 
we thickened the oxide layer on the surface, and how thick it is examined by XPS 
depth profile. Figure 4.15 is the distribution of electrical contact resistance with 
increasing an oxide layer thickness on the surface. This shows a distinct difference 
from the figure 4.2. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 | The distribution of electrical contact resistance with respect to an 
oxide layer thickness. As the oxide layer is thicker, the appearance of a low 
resistance is reduced and that of the high resistance increased.  
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Figure 4.15 is also the histogram of contact resistance. The bar of the symbol is 
the expected statistical error, √ . The green line in the figure 4.15 is the Gaussian 
fitting line with two peaks of the distribution of resistance at current 1 μA, for 
comparing to other result. The red line is the Gaussian fitting line with two peaks of 
each distribution, except for (c), (d). In the figure 4.15 (c) and (d), we cannot fit the 
Gaussian line with two peaks to the distribution, because it is the rare occurrence of 
a low resistance contact state, which means that one peak in the distribution is 
disappeared, and the distribution in the high resistance portion is inappropriate to 
the Gaussian line, it is asymmetric shape, as seen by the right part cut in the 
distribution.  
According to this result, the occurrence of a low resistance contact is 
dependent on the oxide layer on the surface. With increasing the thickness of the 
oxide layer, the frequency of a low resistance contact is rare, as shown in the figure 
4.15. It is possible that the metal contact is not made by the contact load because of 
the thick oxide layer between contact sites. However, we identified that the metal 
contact is not formed even in the case of the stainless steel ball without thermal 
treatment. Thus, this result means that the thick oxide layer prevent the contact from 
dielectric breakdown. Considering that dielectric breakdown is dependent on the 
electric field, it is reasonable. 
The asymmetry of distribution in the high resistance portion of figure 4.14 is 
also due to the enhanced robustness against dielectric breakdown. Dielectric 
breakdown may occur at the nearest site between contact surfaces. By thermal 
treatment, this nearest gap is far from each other than before. This means that these 
gaps become to be tunneling states. Furthermore, the voltage where dielectric 
breakdown occur is higher than before. In that case, the contact can hold more 
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voltage without dielectric breakdown. But, the high voltage can cause forming a 
partial bridge, by which two contact members are not connected perfectly, to the 
contact. That is soft dielectric breakdown. Thus, the high resistance contact is 
changed into the lower resistance state, which still has high resistance. This is why 




Figure 4.16 | the distribution of breakdown voltage with respect to an oxide layer 





Figure 4.16 is the distribution of a breakdown voltage from I-V measurements 
of each stainless steel ball with different thermal treatment. It is the same method 
with the method getting the data of figure 4.9. In the case of thermal treatment of 
200℃ to the stainless steel ball, it is not much different from the case of a usual 
stainless steel ball except for the small shift of mean value toward high voltage. But, 
in the case of thermal treatment of 300℃ to the stainless steel ball, it is much 
different from the other cases. The voltage is distributed widely, comparing with the 
other cases. And the median or mean value is moved toward high voltage. 
This result is consistent with the result of XPS depth profile and the 
distribution of electrical contact resistance. In the fig. 4.14(a) and (b), it is not much 
different from fig. 4.4. On the contrary, fig.4.14(c) and (d) is much different from 
fig. 4.4. This means that the surface state do not affected by the thermal treatment 
performed at 200℃, while the thermal treatment performed at 300℃ changed the 
surface state of the stainless steel, comparing with the no thermal treatment case. 
Also, the distribution of electrical contact resistance resulting from stainless steel 
ball annealed at 200℃ is similar to that resulting from usual stainless steel ball. On 
the contrary, the distribution of electrical contact resistance resulting from stainless 
steel ball annealed at 300℃ shows that low resistance contact is rarely appeared.  
 




It is reasonable that a post-breakdown resistance is related to the dielectric 
breakdown voltage. That is, the higher a dielectric breakdown voltage is, the lower 
the post-breakdown resistance is. And as the oxide layer is thicker, the voltage of 
dielectric breakdown voltage is higher. 
 
Figure 4.17 shows that the experimental result accord with such expectation 
when the dielectric breakdown occurs at high voltage. And in common with fig. 
4.10, the post-breakdown resistance is widespread from 10 Ω to tens-of-k Ω when 
the dielectric breakdown occurs at a low voltage. However, in the case of 300℃, the 
post – breakdown resistance tends to spread through the whole voltage level. We 
think that this is due to the thicker oxide layer. The thicker oxide layer elevates the 
voltage of dielectric breakdown. Thus, the spread of post – breakdown resistance is 




Figure 4.17 | The relation between dielectric breakdown voltage and Post-
breakdown resistance. As the oxide layer is thicker, the low severity of breakdown 
spread out toward high dielectric breakdown voltage. 
 







Figure 4.18 | The variation of distribution by changing atmosphere. According to the 
existence of oxygen in air, the distribution of electrical contact resistance is varied. 
This is due to the recovering of oxide layer on the surface 
 
The distribution of electrical contact resistance is varied by the atmosphere. The 
main ingredient causing the variation is the oxygen. The other ingredients in 
atmosphere do not affect the distribution, severely. 
Figure 4.22 shows the variation of resistance with respect to the atmosphere 
composition. At First, the electrical contact resistance measured in air. Then, the 
electrical contact resistance of the same balls was measured in the container which 
was filled with dry N2 and kept dry N2 flowing. At last, identifying whether the 
stainless steel ball was permanently damaged by the dry N2 gas, the electrical 
contact resistance of these balls was measured in same condition of first 
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measurement. The result in the fig. 4.22 implies two infers about the relation of 
electrical contact resistance to air composition. One is that the existence of oxygen 
in atmosphere affects the distribution of electrical contact resistance, severely. 
Another is that the contact does not get a permanent damage by air. According to 
these two infers, we suggest that when the oxide layer on the surface of the contact 




Figure 4.19 | The variation of the distribution according to humidity in air. There is 
a small variation by changing the humidity. 
 
The other ingredient in air, such as the water vapor, does not affect the 
distribution of electrical contact resistance, drastically. Figure 4.23 shows that the 
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distribution is much changed by the concentration of water vapor in. Thus, the 
existence of oxygen in air is a meaningful factor affecting the distribution of 
electrical contact resistance than the other composition in air. 
 
4.7 The result of simulation 
 
The simulation is implemented for identifying the distribution of the conducting 
path formed by a dielectric breakdown. It is designed on the foundation of a random 
resistor network model. The resistor within the network model is two types, which 
have low and high resistance. They represent the defect inside the layer and the 
insulating material, and the resistor with high resistance can be changed into one 
with low resistance at a certain condition. The condition is that the electric field 







Figure 4.20 | 4 snapshots of simulation. This show the growth of the filament which 
connects between two sides.  
 
Figure 4.18 is Simulation snapshots of 4 steps, which are composed of a pristine 
state, two middle states, and a final state. A thin oxide layer is represented by the 
resistor network, which is composed of all a high resistance one. But, there exist 
some defects, like impurities or lattice deficiency, in the real oxide layer, and they 
play a role of conducting material. In our case, they are represented by a low 
resistance resistor in the resistor network. A red bond is a low resistance resistor. We 
give some fraction of defects in pristine state. 
 
When a high voltage larger than a threshold value is applied to a high 
resistance resistor, the resistor is changed into a low resistance resistor. In the 
middle of simulation, the red bond increases in the resistor network, gradually. And 
we can observe the growing a low-resistor’s filament in the network. Finally, the 
filament crossed between top and bottom electrode occurs. The initial high 




Figure 4.21 | the distribution of the resistance of conduction path formed by 
simulation. This resistance distribution in simulation is similar to that in the 
experimental data. 
 
However, the low resistance network is not always formed. Among total 20000 
simulations, the number of the formed low resistance network is 6388. This result is 
agreement to our experimental result, except for the current. But it is not a 
meaningful problem, just the problem of condition control like a resistor value. 
Figure 4.19 is the distribution of the network’s total resistance in the case of 
forming conduction path. It shows a log-normal distribution same with our 
experimental result.  
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The result that the distribution of the network’s total resistance with conduction 
path is a log-normal distribution is not changed in another initial defect ratio. The 
variation with respect to the initial defect ratio is the distortion degrees of the tail in 
the log-normal distribution. It is a very interesting point that the distribution of the 
resistance of conduction paths formed by a dielectric breakdown is a log normal 
distribution.  
 
4.7.2 I-V characteristic 
 
Figure 4.21 is two I-V results of simulation at above network model. This is also 
agreement to our experimental result. The direction of I-V is ascending along with 
(1), and descending along with (2). The red symbol shows a severe dielectric 
breakdown which means that the one thick bridge or many paths is formed between 
top and bottom electrode. In that case, the total resistance of the network is very low 
and the charge is not retained in other site of contact surface because of this good 
conduction passage. This implies us the perfect dielectric breakdown which means 




Figure 4.22 | I-V measurements by simulation. This I-V characteristic is similar to 
that in the experiment. 
 
On the contrary, a blue symbol shows the existence of an imperfect dielectric 
breakdown. There are two points, where its voltage drops, in the graph of the blue 
symbol. The first point is more severe than the second one. However, it is less 
severe than that of the red symbol. And the drop degree of the second point is small, 
relatively. This means that even if a dielectric breakdown occurs, the other site of 
the contact surface can charge and grow another filament by high electric field 





Figure 4.23 | the snapshots of blue symbol in the figure 4.18. This shows that it is 
possible for multiple conducting filaments to be formed in the MIM structures. 
 
Our former supposition can identify by snapshots of I-V simulation. Figure 
4.22 is the snapshots of the blue symbol in the figure 4.21. There are some defects 
in the original state, for reality. As the current increases, the red bond increases at 
random site. However, if some clusters begin to be appeared in the network, those 
clusters are growing with increasing current, independently. Then, some clusters, 
inside which clusters extending from two electrode exist, are connected each other, 
and the conducting paths crossing between two electrode is formed. This delineation 
about growing filament can be seen in the images numbered by 1, 2, 3 of figure 4.22.  
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If conducting paths formed by a dielectric breakdown is thin as shown in the 
blue box of figure 4.22, the defects arises from the high electric field, which is due 
to imperfect current flow between two electrodes. As shown in the image numbered 
by 3 of figure 4.22, another two clusters exist growing which is respectively 
extended from top and bottom electrode, but they are not connected each other. In 
the final state, they are connected. It means that another dielectric breakdown 

















In summary, we studied the distribution of electrical contact resistances of two 
stainless steel balls arranged in a vertical array and found that the data points 
clustered primarily into two groups. One group corresponds to tunneling conduction, 
and the other group is due to the conduction through bridges formed from the 
breakdown of the oxide layer of the contact. The tunneling contacts show a log-
normal peak and a wide spread of resistances due to the fluctuation of the distance 
of the site where the contacting surfaces are closest to each other by mechanical or 
electrical parameter and the tunneling occur. The bridged contacts by dielectric 
breakdown also show log-normal distributions due to the formation of conducting 
filaments. We conclude that the electrical contacts possess complex behavior due to 
their inherent microscopic inhomogeneity and the unpredictable deformations 
during the course of the measurements. A statistical analysis with a sufficient 
number of measurements and a new simulation model supporting such results is 
essential for the study of contacts. 
    There is another condition to affect the electrical contact resistance. The slow 
change of electrical contact resistance with time evolution was observed. By 
experiment, this is not due to external parameters, such as the current from external 
source and the load pressing the contact. We suggest that the slow variation of the 
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inside factor such as the position of the grain boundary inside the oxide layer causes 
the slow change of the electrical contact resistance. Furthermore, we observed that 
the electrical contact resistance depends on the atmosphere. Specially, the existence 
of oxygen in air is an important factor causing the variation of the distribution than 
the other ingredients in air. We suggest that it is due to the effect of quickly 
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  항   이루는 체   항   면 , 
모양과 같  에 생하는 변 에 존한다. 그 지만,  힘이 
 사이에 얇  산  막이 존재할  있  도  매우 작다면  
 항  복잡한 양상  띄게 다.  
약한 에는  가지  상황이 존재한다. 하나는 높  항  
가지는 이고 다른 하나는 낮  항  가지는 이다. 약한 에
 생하는 높  항   사이에 존재하는 산  막 이다. 고  
자 역학에 는 산  막  통한 자 름  명하 는 어 다. 그
지만 양자 역학에 는 산  막 어 자를 견할 이 어느 도 있
다고 말하고 그러한 상  tunneling 효과라 한다.  (Tunneling) 
 항  속   항에 해 매우 높다. 그  에 높  
항   효과  산 이라고 볼  있다. 낮  항   
사이에 산  막  가  지르는  름 이 생  생한 것이다. 
만약 에 가하는 힘이 산  막  할  있  도  크다면  
 항  실  만들어지는   특  결  것이다. 그
지만 약한  경우에 는  사이에 얇  산  막이 존재한다. 그
런 경우에  사이에 존재하는 산  막   충격    
있다. 그러한 상  체 (dielectric breakdown) 이라고 한다. 
얇  산  막  분리    도 상  연구하  해 스
인리스 스틸 볼   항  하 다.   항  
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5000번 지 복  하  , 그것  분포는  개  평균 값
 가지는 그 노말 분포(bimodal log-normal distribution)  이룬다. 
높  항 평균 값  1 MΩ  그것 ,  말했듯이, 산  막  통
한  도 이다. 면에, 낮  항  산  막  가 지르는 
 름 이 생 었  에 생하고 그러한  평균 항  
10 Ω 도 다. 그러한  름  생   사이 이 1 V 이
상이 었   생한다. 이 결과는 낮  항   사이 역학  
변  상 없이  변 만 도 생할  있  보여 다. 
랜  항 트워크 (random resistor network) 모델에 회  차단  
(circuit breaker)를 추가해 , 낮  항 상황  구 하 다. 이러한 시
뮬 이 에  낮  항   항   도  필라
트 집합체   항  꿔 볼  있다. 그것  존    
항  추 할  쓰이  Holm 이나 Sharvin  식과는 다른 것이다. 우
리는 그 게 추 한   항 결과들이 한 시뮬 이  변 들
 하면 실  실험과 일 함  인하 다. 특히,   항  
분포가 시뮬 이  변  과 상 없이 시뮬 이 에 도 보인다는 
 우리  해 이, 즉, 낮  항 이 역학 인 닌  생
  있다는 가 이 틀리지  보여 다. 
또한, 우리는   항에 향  주는 다른 변 들  찾  한 
추가 인 실험  했다. 그러한 실험들  통해,   항이 시간에 
라 천천히 변한다는 사실  다. 이것   힘이나  름  
도  상  없이 나타나는 상 ,  항에 향  주는 산  막 
내부 변  시간에 른 변  에 생하는 것  보고 있다. 를 
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들어, 산  막 내부에 존재하는 그 인 운 리(grain boundary)에 는 
그 인보다  도 이  좋다. 산  막 내분에  이것  가 시
간에 라 변한다면   항 역시 시간에 라 변할  있다. 
  항에 향  주는 또 다른 변 는  구 이다. 실험  
통하여 우리는 산소  존재 여부가 낮  항  생 과 이 있
다는 사실   냈다. 이는  사이에 존재하는 산  막  복구가 공
 에 존재하는 산소  존재   있   추 하고 있다.  
 
주요어:   항, 체 , 작  항 트워크, 링 효
과, 도  필라 트, 그-노말 분포 
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